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1 Introduction

Recent advances in high-speed networking have made
possible distributed applications with various requirements on end-to-end communication, including minimum bandwidth, bounded delays, delay jitter and
packet loss rates. End-to-end communication performance depends not only on the underlying networking
technology, but also on the end-host operating system
and the interface between the host and the network.
As network speeds increase, the performance bottleneck tends to shift to the end host, in particular to
the hardware and software components of the host's
communication subsystem. The design of the network
adapter, and the division of functionality between the
adapter and the host communication software, can
have a signi cant e ect on the performance delivered
to applications.
To study the hardware and software issues in network interface design, we need to be able to study
various algorithms and interfaces, and observe and analyze the hardware and software overheads under different trac conditions. Clearly, this is part of the design process, and needs to be done before building the
adapter card, since these are typically hard to modify.
We propose network device emulation as a mechanism to study the hardware-software interface for communication, and to help design network adapters that
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integrate well with the host operating system and applications. In particular, we propose to study the performance of adapter designs via an Emulated Network
Device (END ) that interfaces to a real communication
protocol stack on the host. The END can emulate all
the operations required of a network adapter, without
having to interface to a real network. END uses a synthetic network model that acts as a sink and source
of trac. Since END can construct arbitrary network
models, we can study networks with a wide range of
parameters. This is a useful approach to evaluating
adapter design tradeo s since it allows us to model a
network while accounting for interactions with a target host system.
The main goal of this paper is to propose device emulation as an e ective evaluation technique to study
the performance considerations and tradeo s in network interface design. While we focus on issues in
data transmission, a companion paper [1] presents further details of END , including data reception issues,
as well as implementation and evaluation results. Section 2 motivates emulation as a performance evaluation tool. Section 3 describes the issues involved in
designing network adapters, and Section 4 shows how
END may be used to study them. Section 5 describes
some applications of network device emulation, and
we conclude in Section 6 with a brief summary of the
current status of END .

2 Why Emulation?

In order to design a network adapter that meets certain performance requirements, one must study the
impact of various design parameters in a realistic set-

ting, i.e., when the network adapter interacts with
the communication software on a target host platform.
Building and testing hardware, and interfacing to the
operating system, is time-consuming and expensive.
Most adapters do not allow on-board rmware to be
modi ed or programmed to experiment with di erent design tradeo s. More importantly, more often
than not, the hardware engineers designing network
adapters are far removed from the concerns of those
writing communication software, resulting in a design
poorly integrated with the rest of the host operating
system.
Several techniques may be used in designing and
evaluating network subsystems. Mathematical models
are typically used to evaluate the queuing behavior of
network trac. However, such models are usually simpli ed to make the analysis tractable, and they rarely
account for system overheads of interrupt handling,
context switches, etc., encountered in practice.
Another technique is simulation, which has several
signi cant advantages [2], including ease of development, exibility and versatility. Since a simulator is
built in software, it can be readily modi ed and augmented to test new features and interfaces. Simulators
are usually easier to build and cheaper than real systems. They can model \ideal" systems that are impossible to build, e.g., an in nitely fast network. However,
a simulator is typically an arti cial device, i.e., no real
system components are involved. Detailed models of
system components are necessary for accurate simulation. These could include hardware components like
CPU, I/O buses, memory, caches and interrupts, and
software components including the operating system,
communications protocol stack and the applications.
Further, there are complex and subtle interactions between these components that also need to be modeled.
In general, not only is it dicult to provide accurate
models, but, the greater the detail of the models (and
hence, greater accuracy), the slower the operation of
the simulator.
Exceptions to this do exist in approaches that
execute actual software under control of the simulator [3]. This not only enables the simulator to
get accurate timings for execution of code segments,
but also greatly speeds up the simulation. However,
while sucient to study the performance of software
components, such approaches are not sucient when
hardware-software interaction and concurrency needs
to be captured as well. For instance, execution of a
code segment could be a ected by interrupts, which
could a ect execution order, and hence, the order of
transmission of data.

In contrast to a simulator, an emulator simulates
the behavior of a system component, and interfaces to
a real system. This implies that the emulated component must operate in real-time, and give the rest of
the system the impression that it is interacting with a
real subsystem. In our case, END emulates a network
adapter and interfaces with the target host, giving the
impression that the host communication software is
communicating with a real network. This has several
signi cant advantages over simulation. Interfacing a
device emulator to the target host allows adapter design tradeo s to be evaluated in the presence of applications, operating system overheads, interrupts, etc.
Device emulation shares the advantages of simulation
in that it is a exible technique that allows rapid design and evaluation of various interfaces and adapter
design policies and/or algorithms. This helps identify
design limitations and bottlenecks early in the design
cycle. Further, since device emulation is carried out on
the target platform, it allows development and testing
of host operating system software, and rapid integration of the actual hardware device when it becomes
available. Emulation su ers from one signi cant drawback compared to simulation. Since the emulator runs
in real time, any overhead for instrumentation and observation is real, and a ects performance, unlike in a
simulator,
Other Emulators: Emulation has been used in different ways to evaluate networks. Hitbox [4] injected
delays in Ethernet links connected in a point-to-point
mode to emulate the delay and throughput of Wide
Area Network links. It emulates the throughput and
delay behavior of the network, as long as it is not faster
than the Ethernet. Blair et al. [5] used transputer
based point-to-point connections to emulate the protocols and behavior of a FDDI network. END , on the
other hand, emulates in detail not only the throughput and delay of individual components of a network
adapter, but also the protocols and algorithms running on the adapter. Downloading protocols to communication cards have been suggested as a means of
enhancing performance [6]. END may be used to evaluate and select protocols that may be executed on
adapter cards, even before the design and implementation of the hardware is complete.

3 Issues in Network Adapter Design

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a typical network adapter. There are ve basic components
that comprise this architecture: the host/adapter
interface1 , the data transfer control, transmisNote that most network adapters are accessed by the host
via the system I/O bus [7].
1

CPU free to be used for other activities. However, due
to initial set up costs of DMA, it may not be suitable
for small memory transfers.
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Figure 1: Architecture of a generic network adapter.
sion/reception queuing, bu er management, and the
adapter/network interface. For ecient and exible implementation, an adapter typically employs one
or more general-purpose microprocessors, as well as
custom hardware, under the control of the adapter
rmware.
Adapters can be quite complex, depending on their
performance goals and the underlying network technology. Selection of the design parameters listed above
is a major determinant of network performance. END
permits a designer to explore a cross-product of the
design space, and make appropriate choices.

3.1 Adapter Interfaces

The Host-Adapter Interface: The host/adapter
interface is typically in the form of a device driver
that runs on the host, and a companion \host driver"
on the adapter. The two drivers exchange information via command-response mailboxes or queues, and
may synchronize their operations either via interrupts,
polling, or some combination of the two. Interrupts allow rapid response to asynchronous events, especially
those that occur infrequently, but incur greater overhead than polling.
The Adapter-Network Interface: The adapter
transmits (receives) data to (from) the network
medium by copying data from (to) its bu ers to (from)
the network under control of the medium access protocol of the attached network. It may use either Programmed I/O (PIO) or DMA for this operation. Since
DMA uses custom memory copying hardware, it not
only is typically faster than PIO, but also keeps the

3.2 Adapter Internals

There are three main modules providing the internal
functionality of the adapter: data transfer control,
transmission/reception queuing, and bu er management. In addition, it may provide services such as
segmentation and reassembly, CRC computation, encoding and decoding, encryption and decryption, etc.
Data Transfer Control: Data may be transferred
between host memory and adapter bu ers via DMA
or PIO. The performance tradeo s are similar to those
discussed above for the adapter-network interface.
Tx/Rx Queuing: Once packet transmission is initiated, or a packet arrives from the network, the adapter
must queue the packet until it can either be injected
into the network (transmission) or received by the host
(reception). Queuing policies and mechanisms may
depend on the expected trac mix. For example,
best-e ort adapters may simply use rst-in- rst-out
(FIFO) queuing of packets with deep pipelining of operations on the adapter. This delivers high throughput
by exploiting the overlap between, say, DMA of one
packet, and transmission of another, and keeps the
queuing overheads low.
Bu er Management: Adapters provide bu ers as
a staging area for packet transmission and reception.
The bu ers may reside either in adapter or host memory. In the former case, the adapter must provide
bu er management policies, as well as handle bu er
overload conditions correctly. The adapter may also
exercise partial control over packet bu ers on the host,
and may allocate and free them for data transfers.

4 Network Adapter Emulation

We now examine how emulation may be used in the
study of network adapters and networks.

4.1 Host View of the Network

In order to accurately emulate a network, END must
export to the host the same view as that exported
by a real adapter. At the very minimum, END must
be capable of being integrated with the host system
and give the applications and host operating system
the impression that there is a real network supporting a given interface with speci c performance characteristics. An application's view of the network is via
the operating system interface and the communication
protocol stack; since END is intended to run on the
target system, these need not be changed. The device
speci c interface to a network, on the other hand, is
implemented on the host as a device driver.
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Figure 2: END -based device emulation architecture.
END should interact with this device driver the
same way as a real device would { handling commands,
issuing responses, and synchronizing with the host using interrupts or polling. In addition, it must also
be seen as a sink (for transmission) and source (for
reception) of data. When an application sends data,
the adapter acknowledges successful transmission of
the data after a delay (determined by the size of the
data bu er, the data transfer rate, and the system
and network load), and allows the application/host to
reuse the data bu er. As long as the application does
not expect an acknowledgment from its peer receiving
application, all it sees is data being transmitted at a
certain rate. A transmitting application will not be
able to distinguish between END and a real network
as long as END captures this timing behavior.

4.2 Emulator Components

Figure 2 illustrates our emulator-based architecture
for studying protocol and performance issues in
adapter design. Each network \node" corresponds
to a host processor board and an emulator processor board (running END ) on the same (system) I/O
bus. Since delays are used to model network transmissions, only one network node suces for transmission
experiments. Two-way communication, on the other
hand, is accomplished via two or more such nodes on
the same I/O bus, with the I/O bus serving as the
communication medium. This may be used to verify
the correctness of protocols. However, the bandwidth
of the I/O bus can be a limiting factor in the speed of
the network being emulated. Further, unlike full duplex network connections, contention for the shared
bus would a ect performance. If the actual data being transmitted is not important, it is enough that
emulator nodes just exchange packet header data. If
the header lengths are small compared to the data,

this not only allows emulation of faster networks, but
also reduces contention for the bus.
Host Emulator Driver: The host node is precisely
the target host. Communicating user applications
send and receive data via the protocol stack in the
operating system. At the bottom of the protocol
stack is the host emulator driver for the target network adapter. Since END and a real device present
the same interface to the host, this allows a developer
to implement and test a complete device driver even
while the network adapter is being designed or implemented. It also ensures that observed performance of
the driver is the same for the emulator as for the real
adapter.
Network Adapter: The network adapter node
is a general-purpose processor board, with a CPU
and memory. Since its main function is to handle
data movement rapidly and eciently, the adapter
node needs a minimal executive to handle interrupts
and provide concurrency. As discussed earlier, pure
packet transmission can be modeled as a transmissioncomplete noti cation after a suitable delay. This can
be reasonably accurate, except that since actual data
is not transferred, the host CPU does not su er the
overhead of cycle stealing while DMA copies data.
Time Services: END needs time services to represent delays corresponding to data movement. This
requires a high resolution event server to register delays, and notify the client when the time expires. The
noti cation could be either an interrupt (modeling, for
example, a transmission-complete interrupt), or simply setting a completion ag that the adapter can poll.

5 Emulation Applications

Emulation has several applications, including performance evaluation, veri cation of protocols, and performability analysis. We discuss some examples below.

5.1 Design for QoS

Quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, which may include minimum bandwidth, bounded delays, delay
jitter and packet loss rates, are often required on
connections between peer applications. Though various ow control and queuing schemes have been
suggested to provide these (per-connection) guarantees [8], we have shown that implementation/system
overheads [9], CPU scheduling [10], and the division
of services between the host and adapter [1], greatly
in uence performance in ways that are often not obvious. END permits rapid implementation and evaluation of various policies and algorithms. See [10] for
an example of QoS evaluation using simple emulation

techniques, and experiments using END are described
in [1].

5.2 Performability Analysis

END may be used to verify the correctness of pro-

tocols, and study their behavior in the presence of
faults. Since the entire behavior of an adapter is being emulated, it is easy to corrupt, delay, drop or replicate data in a controlled manner, and observe end-toend protocol behavior. Further, since END may be
con gured with multiple interfaces (host-adapter and
adapter-network), it can emulate redundant connections between network nodes, and evaluate the behavior of fault-tolerant architectures and protocols in the
presence of faults.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed a framework for exploring issues in adapter design via device emulation.
We have designed and implemented an initial prototype of END [1], which is capable of representing the
functionality of a network adapter at di erent levels
of detail. Further, network protocols may be divided
between the host and the adapter in di erent ways.
Since it interfaces with a real host, END operates in
real-time and can be quite e ective in evaluating network adapter and host-adapter interface designs early
in the design cycle. We believe that the hardwaresoftware codesign facilitated by END can help design
network adapters that integrate well with the host architecture and operating system.
At present, END allows a designer to implement
adapter functions by writing the code from scratch.
To make END a more exible and easy-to-use performance evaluation tool, we are developing a taxonomy
of adapter and host features and con gurations. This
taxonomy will allow us to develop libraries of generic
and specialized models of adapter components that
may be combined to rapidly realize and evaluate a desired adapter design. Further, since END is a software
module emulating hardware, it will also be possible to
model faulty behavior in the communication subsystem, to evaluate dependability in addition to performance. Finally, we are exploring the issues involved
in applying emulation to evaluate other I/O devices
such as disk drives.
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